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The Princess
Bertie M. Layne

O

ne bri&'ht morning when I did not have to go to school
Mudsic took my hal:cl and said, "Come quickly, Sonny;
we l1lyst see the Pnncess!"
M udsie was in a big hurry
and somet: mes had to pull rne after her. 1-1unclreds of people
were rushmg
toward
the wharf
and pushing
and shoutin
at each other. Muclsie had to let them pass because
the~
were all so excited.
Around
the big square
before the wharf, hundreds
of
people had come together to see the Princess.
It really seemed
that all the people of our island were there. Mudsie said so,
1\ banel was playing
and some people were humrn ins- and
tapping' ~heir f.eet to. tbe music. Muclsie lifted me ~p to
::;ee. Soldiers WIth their guns were lined up on the square
and on the bridge
that crossed the bay to the jetty and the
customs
touse.
All the schooners
and little boats in the bay
were filled with people and bad flags flying on their masts.
The houses,
too, around
the square
had flags, big square
flags and little arrow-pointed
ones.
/\ little child was crying, "I want to see! J want to see!"
Somebody
lifted him up and he stopped
crying.
I wanted
to see the Princess.
I could hear my heart beating.
J wanted
princesses
and kings and .queens in the school books and in
the library.
She would be dressed in long robes of scarlet
velvet with fur around the neck and around the hem a
crown or gole! on her head anclstrings
of pearls and lots
of other jewels on her bosom,
She would be the prettiest
peL;on that I had ever seen.
All at once the people began to talk excitedly.
I could
not see between tliem, so I begged Muc1sie to lift me up again,
but she SOlie! that the Princess
hadn't cornc yet, that it was
the Governor who had g·one over the bridge in his automobile.
Everybody
seemed to be talking,
but I couldn't
understand
a word. The policemen
in the square were shouting,
"Keep
hack!"
But the people did not seem to care and were overIlowinr; the ;·;rjlWre, l\ man hit a policeman
arid had to be
taken away.
Then the people near the bridge
began to yell, "She's
com ing ! She's corning I" The policemen
were having an even
harder time keeping them off the bridge. My heart was beating Iaster t1"1<111
before. J didn't want to
ask Mudsie to lift
me up again, even though I wanted to see. I tried to poke
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mv head between the people, but Mudsie pulled me back.
"You'll get lost if you get away. The Princess
isn't here
yet. I shall lift you up when she comes."
I was angry with Muclsie angry with the people.
They rshut me in like a funnel. I hated them. I "vas angry
with~ those
little arrow-pointed
flas-s
100k:irHTclown at me and
,
b
flapping in the wind. "We can see! Vlfe can see! You can t.
I wanted to reach up and pull them clown and stamp on the.lll.
I stamped Iny feet. But flowing robes of scar1~t velvet ~vlth
deep shadows in the folds; jewels, glistening
111 the
bright
sun; a golden crown, shining even when she passed under
the trees; smiles and beauty -- all of these kept me from
being too sorry. She might even look at me if Mudsi~ held
me up, high above these people, far up like the men .111 the
masts, above those nasty
arrow-pointed
flags. I'd Jeer at
them and say "boo" when I passed them.
'M udsie, 1V[
uclsie, lift me! Lift me up!"
"N ot yet, Sonny. You are too big to hold for a long time.
There is nothing to see yet."
Nothing to see! The band, the soldiers with their guns,
the policemen shouting, "Keep back! Keep back!" The bridge
with the flags and the big letters 'Welcome to Barbados" and
the boats in the smooth blue bay and the schooners, full of
people. Mudsie said that there was nothing to see. Tears stole
into my eyes. If the Princess only knew, she would have
something to say about this. She would want me to see her,
might even ask for me to Come to her. I would go to her. These
people would have to let me pass. If any of them tried to stop
me, she would have them beheaded.
Princesses
sometimes
did things like that in the books if anyone refused to do as
they wished. How the people would look at me out there on
the square! Poor Muclsie, she wouldn't be able to come with
me. I would be the only one the Princess would want. I would
stanel before her and she would look at me and smile,
then reach out her hand anel-no,
no, she mustn't touch me!
She mustn't! She mustn't! She must never come near me. It
was nice to be down there among the people. They were
guarding me from her, keeping me surrounded.
That man's
brown khaki pants and bare, dusty, dark feet-l
liked them.
The band had stopped playing and the people were not
talking as much as before. Mudsie lifted me up. The soldiers
all the bridge were standing straighter than before. Two policemen on horses carne trotting over the bridge to the square,
and the people began to press back before the horses, but
they were soon in the square again after the horses had passed
<.J
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the!Tl. Then there was a stir, ~ commotion;
two long lines of
polIceI~l:n on horses were corn.ll1g ~)yer the bridge. They held
ll;, then hands long spears with Iitt le flags near the points.
1ne flags putte~ecl as they came. Two men on motorcycles
folIovvec1. Some ties they turned halfway around in the stree.
They seemed to like displaying themselves,
Then a long bla~k car without any top came slowly after
the motorcycles.
VOIces sounded. The men in charze of the
s~ldiers were telling them things rathel: sharply, but n~t angrily.
'1 he long bl~ck car stopped a.t the brIdge, and several gentlemen and ladles all dressed up In pretty clothes went toward tbe
car and waited around. At last three people got out of the car,
a little olel lady and two flentlemen. I could not see them very
well because the gent1em~n and the ladies 'were around thcrn,
bowing.
The band began to play again. I knew the song this time"God Save om Gracious King." vVe sang that at school every
morning.
Everyone was standing at attention
and so quiet.
E,'en the policemen were not saying, "Get back 1 Get back 1"
new. I could hear my heart go thump, thump, thump, thump.
Then one of the soldiers with a big white feather on his
hat and the little old lady carne walking slowly across the
square She looked carefully at the soldiers as she passed. Her
white cloth hat and white dress glistened in the sun. "Hurrah!
Hurrah 1" The people shouted and waved ther handkerchiefs.
The little old Iad v waved back and smiled. I could not understand about her and why so much to-do was being made over
her. I asked j\hldsie when the Princess would be coming.
"That's the Princess, darling. T'ha.t's she, Princess Mary
Louise. Get a good look at her."
Mudsie seemed so happy. Sbe was waving, too. I couldn't
shout or wave. I felt all mixed up deep clown inside. I heard
a woman say, "She is such a gracious old lady."
.
The band was playing loudly and the cymbals
clashed
everv so often. I watched her walking slowly before the soldiers
on the square in her white hat and her white dress, like the
one M udsie wore to church sometimes on Sundays.
"Is that the Princess, lVIudsie?"
"Yes, sweetheart, that's she."
We left the square, and the crowd, the band, the flags
trembling in the wind, and the little old lady, whom Mudsie
called the Princess, walking in the bright warm sun, before
the soldiers on the square.
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To Find Joy
Pat McTarsney

I

read the poem, but I did m ore ; I drifted into the forest and
heard the rhythmic footfalls of the man who walked .before
me. I, too, heard the enchanter's
song; and drunk with ~he
beauty of the sound I felt recr et that I could not escape with
him from the miseri~s of maI~ I closed the book; but instead
of laying it aside to continue
my work, I listened intently to
catch the fading notes of the bircl's song.
It faded .out as my
thoughts turned to other things.
Is man's life an l11escapab~e
snare, or might joy surpass sorrows?
Then as the song agam
passed through rny mind, I thought of the magnitude
of na~ure,
?f the beauty of the forest, of the magnificence
of the nig'htingale's song, and I was certain that no man's sorrow was so
great tl:at he could not find joy in the nightingale's
world. What
would It be like to live in that world?
"That thou, ligllt-win,gec! Dryad of tile trees,
In. melodious plot
Of beechen green, and shadows numberless.
Singest of summer in full-throated
ease."
Song, trees, shadows-numberless
shadows.
Again I was tral~sported into solitude and the forest, ariel all thoughts
of grief
and pam were banished
by the heavy balm of nature.
Surrounded by the haOTant silence
I had found peace.
"I
b
,
.
cannot see what llowers are at my feet,
Nor what soft incense hangs upon the boughs,
But, 111 embalmed darkness, guess each sweet
vVherewlth the seasonable rnonth endows
The grass, the thicket and the fruit-tree
wild ;-"
Nature hac! removed my son~o\v, but I had not found joy. I had
found only restful contentment,
the line which few men go
beyond; but somewhere
in this shadowy
world J{eats found
supr~rne JOY; and In 'some way I too must find it.
" ~hen as I groped for that evasive joy, the song .of the
nightingaleHllo.;
the dark evening; and I recalled these lines.
A way! ~lway! for I will fly to thee,
~ at chanotec1 by Bacchus and his pards,
.Ilu t on .the viewle:;s wings of: Posey-"
Surely, t his nig'ht iugale world nru st hav c been Keat~;' poetry,
:lis i1lspiration, l.lis :'1orl(1. and lii". joy.
As the liquid song
..caut.v
of: the niglitingale's
world was real, and perhaps
the
flowed from the bird, my own joy beo'an to mount like bubbles
all a summer's
day, and then I kne~.
For Keats the poetic
nightingale's
world was his life-our
world bis dream.
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The Wake
I:npu.deI:t laughter sought me shrinking
'I he IJ1d'sent corpse bathed in Iieht
Some spilled their tears unceasin~'
Pushing tl:e incongTl~ous view h~In sight.
(The meetmg house IS full tonight.)
Yes, shudder for their jealous grief
Would snatch from dull oblivion
Bereave the silent corpse of sh'eath
To fill an unknown interim.
(After me, dear fawning minion.)
Still decorum's
firm denial
Urged polite and smothered words
Whispered, yet, their strange avowal
Swiftly turned to bitter curds(Please sign the guest book, spoke the dirge.)
Claire Gaddy.
:~
t

A Child Is Born
Joan Myers
mong the stories of Christmas that are related, there is one
that is seldom remembered, perhaps because it is such a
simple story of the shepherds who watched in the hills
on one cold, celebrated December night. It is also a story of
children-one
of them a wonderful Child and the other a little
shepherd named David.
At the foot of a gently-sloping
hillside in Galilee on this
cold, wintry evening, Daviel cuddled a Iamb close to him. Its
long legs dangled helplessly
over his lap, almost
reaching
down to his numb ankles, about which he had wrapped strips of
cloth. The lamb's breath and David's mingled in a frosty
cloud, anel, seeing this, the boy held the lamb closer to him,
warming himself by the heat from. the soft wool. Close by
he could hear the sheep still grazing and moving
about,
their sharp teeth tearing at the frozen grass blades. Though
he felt very alone in the world of sheep and stars and sky, he
knew that his father and his brothers could not be very far
away-big
men and rough they were, but their hands were
kind. If he looked down into the wide valley he could see

A
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di' sleefJ!i'l.{?;toWl1 nestling in the arms of the Y"atchfu~ hills
about it. He had just closed his eyes, buried
hIS
face 111 the
curly lamb's wool, and pushed back his desire to get up and run
to _find one of the other shepherds
so that he 11li'5~lt 11()\ feeL
quite so alone, when he heard a strange
sound whIch seemed
to come from the east, then from the west, thel: the north
and south, until it completely
surrounded
the hills and thevalley. An unearthly
sound it was, as when an echo of some~hingl.ong-fo.rgotten
be~·ins to s.tir .deep "v:ithin the self, awak~:l~
mg shimmering memones.
David lifted his head and opened
"
eyes to behold a low star which seemed to have settled over
Bethlehem
town. As he watched
the star grew larger and
larger, and its rays spread over the skies and blotted out lesser
constellations
in the brilliance of its light. Suddenly
the sound
grew louder anc! sweeter and in the midst of the light stooel
ang~ls-rnany
angels, all singing
with voices like none that
DaVId hac! ever heard.
He dared not move and could not h~ve
had he wanted to, for he was afraid that movement
would clnv:e·
a:wa~' this indescribable
beauty.
Soon the angels ceased their
SlI1glI1g c~nd a voice spoke.
.
_.
DaVId never
remembered
in later years
exactly
what
th.e voice had said, but he knew that it spoke of peace, goodWIll, and a Child that had been born in Bethlehem.
Then the
splendor .faded from the skies and only the star was left ~s
silent evidence of what had been" thoueh
the hills were st111
:rern bling from the souncl,< the ea:'th wa~ left silent under the
spell that had been cast.
. , ~ lamb wailed. David did not move, nor dicl any of ~he
ft1:el shepherds
scattered over the hills surrounding
the CIty,
01 no .one could
share that moment
with another
or woulc.l
c1.ebase
.. ·f··
." Its. maglll
.icence WIth mortal words. So eac 11 sa t WIith
IlIS sheel) araz.inc- I
. and z az ed far o.ff or" s t e<.
adfastly
. _ .
b.
- '" a »ou t I11m
at the star 111 vain. I.iope of seeing
.
b.
r.,
aaarn
the heaven IY VISJon.
\iVhen at last they beo·an to s~ek one another
to discllss
the mystery
of. t1lIS
. occurrence
b
.
the shepherds
knew tl la t t1ley
must go into the valley to seeThe Cllilc1 of whom the angels
s_ang-.And so it was that they set about -to [YO into Bethlehem.
Ea~h sl1eyhe.rc! had a gift which he was pl~nning
to give the
Child,
l~avId 5 older brother
[acob was taking
a new-born
Iamb, white as the star's I1o\v"faint lio'bt, as were several of
the other shepherds,
David's father via:: o·ivinO" his o·ood brown
J
1(; Cl:lO
. tl·le~ sleP.·lerd,
I I
b
'"
c,oa
John, ~
his «,sturdy
staff. bYet David
could tbl:lk OJ: nothlI1g as a gift for this Chilcl. He hael no
lamb of hIS own, nor a sta~f, and his cloak was patched and torn.
He thought of ho",v beautJful the Child mlIst be, this tiny newG
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born babe, more helpless than any lamb, and wanted to give
something that would befit such a Child. What was he, only
a child himself, to give? He possessed only the ragged cloak,
the tunic, and the white robe that his mother had made for
him. Upon hearing his father call to him that the shepherds were
lea ving, he followed after with reluctant steps.
The milky-white light of the star shone upon the hillsides
as brightly as a full moon. An occasional stone went glancing
clown the slope as a shepherd's foot dislodged it, but there was
no other sound as they journeyed down the hill. David was
thinking so intently of the Child that he did not notice when
they passed the first scattered houses on the outskirts of the
silent town and arrived at the place where the rays of the
star came to rest. It was a crude stable, but so filled with
light that it seemed as if it were morning. In the midst of the
brilliance sat a beautiful
woman with a quietly gentle face
and an air of grace about her. And before her on the golden hay
lay the Child. The shepherds knelt about the Child, and David
knelt with them, almost hidden behind the bulky sheperd men.
But he could see the Child and the radiance that filled the
stable, and he could feel the warmth from the bodies of the
cows and the oxen close by.
Each shepherd laid his gift before the Child. Jacob first
set his lamb on its wobbly legs beside the mother; the two
other shepherds who had brought lambs did the same. David's
father laid his cloak on the straw ; John, his staff upon the
cloak. And they all knelt about the Child.
David was left standing alone. The mother met his eyes
and smiled, and he, in an agony of embarrassment,
felt tears
stinz behind his eyelids. Without thinking he pulled off his
white robe and, falling to his knees, held it out to her pleadingly.
A look of compassion spread across her face as she unhesitatingly reached for the cloth and wrapped the fleecy folds
about the Child. Smiling understandingly
at the boy, she
leaned forward and held the Child toward David. The Child
stretched out one hand. David dared not take the Child, but he
held out one finger for the groping baby fingers to close upon.
A strange thrill passed through him as he felt the grasp of this
being, so small and yet so hallowed as to have angels announce
his birth. He bent his head and the Child loosened his hold;
his head still bent, David followed the shepherds out as they
started on their way back to their flocks, and only looked
back for one last glance at the beautiful Child.
The walk up the hills was a silent one. Every shepherd
trod carefully, avoiding loose pebbles, and, when one chanced
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to be dislodged, all strained their ears to hear it fall until the
sound shivered away into silence. Even the sheep were 'strangely
still, as if listening for something. Though
the night was ch~ll
and the walk a long one, David die! not feel the cole!; nor .dld
he feel the rough wool of his cloak as it scratched
against
his bare arms and legs. The warmth of the Child's presence
and the warmth he had felt when he o'ave the robe to the
Mother, who had wrapped it about the y~ung one, stilI flooded
his body. The night passed, and David sat llr!-der the stars
wondermg at what he had seen until the mornmg star faded
into the rose-gold of dawn.
:~ :!: ~: :I: i:

Patience
She slammed the door and stood
And every man was stunned,
"I think I'd like a job," she said,
"I wait quite well," she punned.

inside

The boss Soon saw he'd struck pure gold
And took a waitress-wife
To take in tips for serving drinks
And love him through his life.
The days that passed were all as oneA fleeting numbinj- blur
Thats<;t .the slightest spot of light
A fatalisrir. lure.

/

A red-haired salesman came one May
He drove a Ford sedan'
His jokes provided lau~'hs each 1100nShe liked his brawny ta~.
In June she packed a trave lins- bao'
And left the boss a hintI::>
I::>
The lovers sought another town;
The woman's heart was flint.
The salesman's in the jailhouse now
Because the husband cameThe judge may keep him there awhile
Or may cut short his fame.
She
Her
The
And

Owns the tavern clear of fee;
lovers are well-fedpublic comes to dig for truth
stays to break her bread.
-Ina
Marshall.
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Of Mary Ann
I met a girl named Mary Ann,
So sweet and very shy.
I fell in love and promised her
I'll love you till I die.
I wondered how it came to me,
An ordinary guy,
Her words so sweet, when spoken
I'll love you till I die.

low,

I'll not forget the way she looked;
I heard her softly sigh,
As she stood by my side and said
I'll love you till I die.
But skies grew dark with clouds of war,
I heard the battle cry.
We said goodbye and whispered low,
I'll love you till I die.
The days stretched into endless nights
Beneath a shell-lit sky,
Whose only comfort was her words,
I'll love you till I die.
Her letters did not fill the void;
They did not satisfy
The longing in my heart to hear
I'll love you till I die.
Then slowly came the sick'ning shock,
From her came no reply,
And I was here and could not say,
I'll love you till I die.
Sweet Mary Ann, my heart cried out,
do not say good-bye.
I'm here-so
far-O
hear me say,
I'll love you till I die.

o

One black and bitter day it came
I felt my blood run dry,
For you will never say again,
I'll love you till I die.

/
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o goel damn him who whispered
Those words upon the sly,
To my own wife, my Mary Ann,
I'll love you till I die.

low

The push is on and time runs short,
A man can only try;
But blood runs fast upon the ground.
I'll love you till I die.
-Evelyn
Wagner.
:1:

:j:

:!:

:t.

Aftermath
John Roth

H

e hardly. lilllI?ed at all any more, but he s.till could not push
from hIs I11l11dthe fact that a part of his body vV<.~s-weI1,
no longer a part. He had been lucky. The coricuasron fr?m
the she:l had mercifully blacked him out and he had no. mer;tones
of the II1tel:val between the explosion and his wa.kenIn?· 111 the
blessed quiet of the evacuation hospital with ItS still more
blessed morphine. Luckier still he was, in the fact that Uncle
Sam's payroll included the best surgeons in the business: surg~ons who knew exactly where to cut the bone and tissue in
Ius shattered leg so as to insure that the artificial limb he now
Wore would perform just as it was performing-nearly
as w~II
as. the lost one. Odd, though, how he could seemingly still
WIggle the toes of the missing foot, flex and bend it just as he
used to .do. The doctors had explained it, of course. The nerves
r
cont oll:l1g su~h things had not been damaged and, consequently,
when hIS brain commanded, they still performed such duties,
even. though the plastic foot he now wore had little need of the
services.
He pushed open the polished chrome door of the little
short-order shop and once ao-ain he was conscious of a sense
of gratefulness for the little things of life to which h~ should
have now be~ome a~customeel after nearly a year of discharge
from army life. Thl11gs like clean socks real coffee, a bed at
night, Coca. Cola, the feel of a steering wheel in his hands, white
shirts, a dally shave, the smell of the city, this blast of warm
air he felt now as he entered the cafe. The crunching cold of
Korean winter was in his mind now as the heat from the room
enzulfed him and suddenly he was drowned again in relief for
being out of the war alive, being home, being safe!
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He ordered the coffee and, engrossed in watching it steam
from the glass tube of the shiriins- urn on the counter did 110t
hear the middle-aged
man seate~l on his richt until he had
~'epeate(~ his q.uestior~ twice. "Discharged,
eh?" he was saying
111 a voice :,vhich p lai n ly meant
to imply that its owner knew
all about cl1scharge emblems, service ribbons, campaign stars,
and such. The tall young man dropped his own eves to the
small veteran's pin in the lapel of his light gray ci;'ilian suit
and nodded. "Had overseas duty?" the older man went on.
"Some," replied the veteran.
He started to rise, but the questioning
went 011. "Pretty
rough over there, I guess?"
"Sometimes,"
was the answer.
. The words were hardly out of his mouth when the inquirer,
With .a suc1c!en burst of impatience, said, "You young vets are
all alike! Tight as a clam! Moody as a mule! Why don't you
talk about some of your experiences?
Do you good ! We here
at home are not so ... "
"Listen," the other broke in. "vVe have-beens aren't ors-anized into silence. There's no agreement among us to keep th";ngs
to ourselves just because soldiers of other wars have. But I'll
tell you why we do-and
why they did! It's because you people
here at home wouldn't believe the things we'd tell you! Because
you can't believe them! Because you can't possibly conceive the
sheer, utter hell of a battlefield! Because ... "
They were stirring now, the memories, surging out of the
crevice in his brain where he had placed them. No, not placed,
but where they had burned themselves, and where they stayed
except when his guard was down and they came rushing forward
with all the terrible vividness of the original experience, choking, smothering,
overpowering.
The expressions on men's faces
when they are wounded. Fear on some-fear
so stark that even
a camera couldn't record it. Surprise on others, surprise even
before realization.
The rubbery, greasy look of a man's intestines when the tissue that covers his belly has been ripped away
and the organs crowd each other through the hole. The blood
from a wounded man that gushes and gurgles, spews and spurts,
pours out and runs off in tiny crimson rivers.
The way a man
{Yoes down when hit by a burst fr0111 a machine-gun~slowly
~nd by the numbers like a man doing a knee-bending
exercise.
The pathetic futulity of a soldier trying to open his first-aid
packet with one hand and the mangled, bleeding stump of
what had been the other. The crack and crash of ninety-millimeters. The soft whisper of descending mortar shells. The sibilant, sucking sigh of a man breathing with shrapnel through

/
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one lung. The grotesque distortion of a falling body after being
hurled into the air by a land-mine. The powdery color of men
who died yesterday and still lie where they fell. The ter~or of
darkness. The cruel, cold, impersonal killing power of artillery,
The tension within a man that causes him to duck when
a match is struck behind his back. The cries of wounded men
who can't be reached and who know it-some
praying to God
and others swearing with the same passionate fervor with which
they previously hac! fous-ht. The blast-blinded
soldier who continues in the attack ;ithout
even a weapon=groping
and
stumbling his way forward, anxious only to close with t~e
enemy who has maimed him. The mud and the cold and the ram
and the ...
The young man shook his head violently and drew a cigarette from his pocket. He had re-lived it all in the split second
now passed ancl, looking into the eyes of his qu:s.tioner, he
knew that he could not speak. He was right. A civilan could
not understanrl t He dropped a dollar bill beside the cup of
steammg coffee and before the counter boy could produce the
c~1ange, was half-way to the door. "Keep it," he called back over
his shoulder. "It's bonus money."
:j:

:j:

:j:

:j:

:j:

Red Subterfuge
I

M

Roseline' Intrater

~~"Ya,I hav~ it here!" the olel man whisperecl exultantly.
I ,hael to give a double ration of bread for it this time, so
we ll.have no supper tonight."
d
r~e girl was rubbing ashes into her blue-black hair. "The
t~~r~loo~~~~tchka,,, she whispereel; "be sure there is no one at
r-

was He] ho]bbled to the door and peered througj, a crack. There
v c
no oc c of cou ·s N I k'
~
.
,
I e.
a oc survived long- when the Russians
were around Other
,t -I'
.
.
.
wre
c
res 111 the house lived ten and twelve
to a room' but so f
M.
'
'ar
had been able to
keep for the
I
I arya and her father .,
mse ves t re small cold unfurnished
room which
they sl:arecl. It was because' Karl,' whom the Russians hac!
placed 111 charge of the building, had been the -janitor at the
beautiful coun~ry hOI.11eMarya's family had owned before the
war. For the tune being, Karl still remembered old kindnesses.
How rapi~ly events .had occurred since those former happy
days: the NaZI Occupation, the Liberation, the Russian Occupation; the concentration
camp, the displaced persons camp,
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and now the forced labor brigades for Marya and the old man.
"No, Marya, my child, there is no one outside," murmured
the father. "Here, here it is; take it .quickly." She grasped the
treasure eagerly-a
broken stub of reel pencil.
. "The. lines, Father,
make the lines," she urged, giving
him a stick of burnt wood. He traced deep furrows on her
youthful brow and cheeks. He remembered when she haellongeel
to make herself prettier, somewhere in the lost and forgotten
past. But now he must make her look old and ugly; that was
the only way. She had sworn that she would kill herself if ever ..
The clamor of drunken laughter burst through the corridor.
There was a thump of heavy boots, the sound of a door being
battered, and a woman's scream. The footsteps drew closer,
closer.
"lVIaybe they'll pass by this time. Perhaps they won't come
here," Marya prayed. She crouched beneath a pile of rags in
the corner, and clutched the precious red pencil stub in her hand.
A vicious kick sent the cloor flying open and two Russian
soldiers staggered in.
"Where is the woman?" they shouted. "You have a woman
here." The tall one crushed his hands around the old man's
throat.
'There she is," squealed the other. "I-Io! The little bird
waits for us in her little nest. Ha! I-Ia! I-Ia!" He dragged the
girl to her feet anel ripped the shawl fr0111her shoulders.
"She is sick," cried hel- father. "She is olel and sick!"
"Swallow your tongue, aiel clog," growled the one who helel
him prisoner. He sruck a heavy blow on the olel man's jaw and
kicked him as he sank to the ground.
'\IVell, Ivan, can't you handle the spitfire by yourself?" the
big Russian guffawed. "I'll help you, comrade." He strode
across the room and pulled Marya to him.
She was coughing-a
raucous, hacking cough. She spat
in his face. A stream of red stain trickled from her mouth. He
jumped back with a start and wiped his face with the back of
his hand; it was stained reel.
"The filthy slut!" he screamed. "She's consumptive!"
He
struck her across the face and screamed again, "Comsumptive !
Comsumptive !" Both men scrambled for the door. Their cries
of terror echoed back through the corridor.
The old man dragged himself to his feet and shut the door.
"God be praised," he murmured. "\lVe've fooled them again.
Marya huddled, silent, where she had fallen. She clutched
the red pencil stub in her hand and shuddered uncontrollably,

/
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A Man From Mississippi
Harry

Monninger

I

I

saw him one day shortly after I hac! joined. CO:llP~I~y A,
162 Infantry. He was a tall, lean, rough-looking
individual,
who had not lost and never would lose the appearance of a
dirt farmer. Vi ell over six feet tall, he reminded me of ~he
classical picture of the rugged, keen-eyed frontiers.man leaning
upon his trusty flintlock and looking into the Wilderness for
signs of game or hostile Indians.
James Webb was fr0111 the state of Mississippi. He possessed few of the characteristics
of the average southern ~an.
~o him life had been a constant struggle, and there was lttt~e
trrne for resentment
or petty differences. As a farmer, there
was the constant struggle with nature to make enough money
to supply the bare necessities of life. His large, rough hands
ha~l held a hoe· for many hours, and his face was lined with
wrinkle , and baked by the sun's rays..
.
Webb was one of the old-timers
in the company, being
one of the charter members. He had started the long trip fr0111
!'Jew Guinea, Biak, and ultimately the Phillipine Islands.
~ow,
111 the early part of 1945, four of the original
members remained.
Webb was one of the four.
I think Webb liked me because I was so utterly confused,
bewildered, and scared.
I was assigned to his squad, and he
showed me all the gentleness
that could be shown to a boy
barely past his eighteenth birthday.
We shared the same foxhole, ate the same food, and talked about home and our plans
after t~1e war. He showed m e pictures of his wife and bo:y,
and pride showed in his blue eyes when he talked about his
plans for the boy's future. He was going to send the boy to
law school.
Webb. pos:essed
a keen sense of humor. There was a
standar~ Joke In our platoon that he didn't know how tall he
was unttl. h~ was draftee!, because he had been standing in the
mud all his lt~e and had never seen his feet. At these accusations
he would smile .and say that it was true that Mississippi was
the worst state 111 the Union, that its people were the d.u~best,
but that he would gladly trade the entire South Pacific, the
Phillipine Islands, and quite often he would throw in the rest
of the forty-seven
states, for just one handful of good old
Mississippi
mud.
The longer I knew him the more certain
I was that he meant it.
'
Webb possessed little formal education.
He could read
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'?,nd ~vri.te, but th~t was about all. He never felt any degree of
lIlfenonty,
nor did he hide this fact.
He had gone only as
far as the sixth grade, explaining that his family had not been
financially able to spare him from the farm work. But he was
a student of the Bible.
Whenever
a discussion
relating
to
religion arose, he was the authority upon the subject. He would
quote from the scripture, and do it simply, and with profound
humility.
I told him he should have been a preacher, for I
could see him standing in the pulpit of a backwoods church,
the fire and brimstone resounding from his words as he spoke
to men that knew and respected him.
Webb was the bravest man. I have ev:el' known.
One clay
when our company was caught 111 a crossfire and at the mercy
of the J ap gunners, he calmly ass embed a dismantled machine
gun and drove off the attackers. For this he won a silver
star, after the company commander
convinced
him that he
really deserved it. His opinion was that he was merely doinv
something to help his buddies.
b
Webb possessed no great vocabulary,
and what he did
to his English grammar should not happen to any language.
While not an habitual user of profanity, he could, when the occasion arose, distinguish himself quite aptly. A Jap mortar fell
close to him one day and knocked him sprawling' into a muddy
hole.
He was not hurt, but when he arose from the hole,
splattered with mud, the tin:de began.
With great efficiency,
he traced the maternal heritage of the Japanese Army, the
Navy, and the people in particular, l?ack: tt? their earliest origin.
He was in the process of retracing
his steps when more
mortars beo'an to fall, and for the next few minutes he was
content to ~rot1ch in a hole and let his temper simmer.
I told
him that he had made the Japs mad, and should have kept his
mouth shut.
He looked at me like a defeated gladiator who
had failed to defend his honor and said nothing.
\t\T ebb died in the same manner that he had lived, simply,
and without fanfare. A burst of. machine gun fire caught him
one clay and he was dead befor~ his tall frame sank to. the muddy
earth.
But I will remember 111111 as a ~'reat man. HIS g:reatness
lay in his simplicity, his. humor, al_1dhis fOI_1dne~sfor !11S f~.llow
man. This is not an epitaph to hun, fOl: his .epltaph IS wIlt~en
upon the hearts of those who served With hun and loved han.
I shall always remember his wo.rds ~,s he l~oked upon the clea~
bodies of enemy anel comrade alike, I elon t see why men can t
fieb ht wars with sticks."
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Family Reunion
Joe Dutton

I

t seems peculi~r to me that an ev~nt of on.e's childhood w~ich
was at the tune a dull and tedious affair, to say the least,
so often returns a few years later with a sens~ of .cha:m or
pleasure that one is certain he never had in experrencmg It. SO
the family reunion is with me. Not long ago, one could scarcely
pass any public parks or farmhouses
without seeing. stru?g
between two tall trees, a large, white banner, bearing a family
name and announcing
that a reunion was in progress.. Now,. to
the delight of the young and sorrow of the old, tl:e fal1111;:reunion
as a planned ane! ors-anized annual event is chsappeanng fr0111
American life, even in rura! sectios of the country which were
once its stronghold.
I was nine years old when I last attended a reunion, but
I can rel:lember well the reactions of my family to th~ postal
card whicj, bore our invitation.
As for myself, dreadll1g the
prospect of being asked to recite and the observations
everyone would n:ake about how I had grown, I reminded my parents
of the car SIckness from which I always suffered al~d propose.a
that I should stay at home with my two older sIsters .. ThIS
suggestIOn was met with hearty enthusiasm
by my. sisters
l:ecause. they too woule! find little pleasure
in an entIre day
spent WIth peoP.le who were practically strangers to us and t~:
J11eyltable allusions to their growth.
All our schem.es W~I e
fn1!tless, howev~r, because Dad felt strongly about famIly U111ty
and had e!eterl11Il1edthat we all should go.
My gral~dmother, who was my maternal grandmother
and
thu , n?t oblIged to go, had lived Ions- enousrh to have experitl1 a Imost everyone
b
tIences
.' In conUll0
.
n . WI.
and b was ra' tlleI- eaO'er
b
a spend a day WIth people of her own ace who would meet
as stran<)'ers
bt I't WI10 wou Id probably separate
b
1
fri
A.
b
"
as case
rienc ds .
s far as I knew, Mother had decided as readily as Dad that
wf ~ould all go, for she immediately started worrying about
er she should bake a ham or a de~il's food cake as our
~'V let :l
conltI:1»uticn to the feast. We all knew of course that in the
enc It would be botl
t
k
'
.,' f d
k
1 . 1I'
1 a ua ed ham and a devil s
00
ca e,
prooao Y WIth the addition of baked beans and candied sweet
potatoes.
0

We had all been to f"1 y r e urn .on s before' we knew w h at
t a expect t an d were not ann
r'
,
Th
k
ld f
C lsappomted.
The day was hot.
e
crea y, a
arml!ouse in which the event was traditionally
held stooel on a hIll far from the road. When we arrived, the

.
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house was surrounded by automobiles and there were already
signs of activity in the yard and near the dark red barn,
which was, oddly enough, a rounel barn. We were greeted by
shouts and half-familiar
faces.
Chickens scurried in a mad,
zig-zag fashion to avoid the wheels of our car. The women
were in the enormous, old-fashioned kitchen, carrying stacks
of gleaming white plates from the cupboards, opening ample
lunch baskets, and with no slight pride, spreading the contents
on the big square table. On the long porch, men were smoking
and chatting over political prospects, the surnmer crops, and
legal difficulties
concerning· long-forgotten
inheritances.
In
the yard s.ome of the younger men were playing horseshoes
and the children were romping about, switching from one game
to another with the rapidity of little squirrels.
But the really
interesting scene was in the front parlor where the old folks of
the family had congregated to talk of the changes that time
had made, whose cousin had married whose step-daughter
thirty years ago, and the whole scope of things upon which
people who have a lifetime behind them can readily pass
judgrnent.
Soon it was time for the meal - and what a meal it was!
My mouth waters still to think of the assortment of food spread
on that table.
There were hams and chickens and spiced
fruits and cakes anel pies of all sorts. I remember one cake,
in particular, a v.ery large and beautiful one with several layers,
each tinted a different color.
For some reason farm women
seem to prefer commendations
on the good table they set
to any compliments on their beauty, their ch a 1"111 , or any other
personal quality : and so at family reunions they outdo themselves to prove their worth as cooks.
The time between the meal and our departure seemed the
1110st unpleasant part of the day. Feeling discomfort at havingea ten too 111 uch, we ar ranged ourselves around the stuffy and
ornate front parlor.
Only the women who had volunteered
to wash the dishes and an old man asleep in the hammock outdoors had managed to free themselves from this traditional
ritual.
First, the group pictures from the previous year's reunion were shown, and everyone was forced to laugh about
how much we had all changed and how nice it was to have
six new members in the family this year - as if six added
to ninety or so made much <?f a di~terence. A.nd then someone suczested that the recl-halred tW1l1Splaya plano duet; and,
when ti~tt ordeal was over, all the children performed i~1turn,
displaying more self-confidence than ta.lent, I am afraid, _In
the next room, someone's Uncle Something-or-ether
was enter-
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taining the small tots by taking out his false teeth and snapping
them in the air to the accompaniment
of childish shrieks and
giggles.
Before leaving, I took my customary trip to the barn, where
I tried to hold my breath to avoid the smell, but where I had
a great deal of fun staring back at the cows and climbing in
and out of a dilapidated old carriage.
Meanwhile my pare~lts
'were in the house, extending and accepting
invitations WIth
no intent of fulfilling them.
It was not long then before we were again on the road,
Mother and Dad reminiscing about reunions of the past; my
sisters praying they would be home in time for evening dates;
Grandmother
smiling peacefully with the satisfaction
perhaps
only the old can feel; and I, with a boy's healthy appetite,
longing for just one more piece of cake.

The Runner
Behind him on the road some toil, but few
Can match his pace. The clarri'r ing crowd grows shrill
As he, his burden lizht
ascends the hill' ,
Tl
to.
,
. ley strew palm fronds upon the avenue.
;he others when they pass run this same road,
But nature's will has not ordained their fate
To l.ead .them yet to wreathes; they plod and wait
Until this power will deign to lift their load.
He forces. on, but slower, now his back
~ b.ent, hIS.heart grown weary with new pounds,
Ofhi le to hIS throbbi:lg ears the cadence sounds
H steady steps, famIliar with their pack.
last and pleads his load was ereat-cBeut crosses
all
.'
1
.
to.
wei e JUC ged and all had equal weight.
-N ancy Hendricks.
~: :j:

/

:j:

:j:

:j:

The Modern Atlas
Atlas am I· the . '1
i\
1
'
eart 1. rests on my back
r.Ule makes so la
..
me my speech and slow my walk :
I gloan
for SCars tl t·
.
'
D
d 1'·
ta gramte moun tams scratch.
epresse
oy treaty, jarred by jingo talk
I fast for common pangs' my t.oes are co'ld ;
All men remark this.' stooping
frame and jeer;
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The stars remain unseen when mists enfold,
And alien laugh gives way to friendly tear.
But wait; I hurl away the heavy earth;
I was not acting when its play was cast;
For bowing shoulders there is no applauseI will not hold it up and doubt its worth:
In vain a Grecian urn reveals the past;
'We see effects and cannot find a cause.
-Ina
Marshall.

Cousin Lloyd and the Baptism
Bruce

A

t

Hamman

the time of cousin Lloyd's baptism, there were twelve
hundred and twenty-seven
people living in the town of
Snacarac, not including the people living on the lakes.
Cousin Lloyd was the leader of the town's sports.
He could
catch more fish, drink more beer, and play better poker than
anyone else in town.
He earned thirty dollars a week delivering ice in the mornings and usually that much more play
ing golf with the lakers in the afternoon.
The town of Snacarac lies on a narrow strip of land between Lake Wakatawba
and Lake Lexnogia.
Cousin Lloyd
served as game, warden for the lakes and the hunting area
around them.
He was a good game warden until one time
the conserva~ion
people c~u&"ht him with seven pheasants,
which was five over the 111'mt, and cousin Lloyd was fired
from the state payroll.
Cousin Lloyd himself ran for two offices at one time or
another.
Every year a wit would nominate him for Sunday
school supenntenclent..
Evel:y year he was defeated. One time
he ran for volunteer fire chief and was elected.
He manased
the first three fires without any trouble.
On the way to the
fourth fire, he let he .hose (~rag from the back of the truck
and the nozzle was filled with gravel.
Before the hose w.as
unplugged the hot:se bUl"lllecl1clowffl,.
so t l:e town called a special
meetinz and d ismissed L oyc as. .ire c 111e.f
.
CO~lsill Lloyd was twenty-eight
at the ~ll11eof the fourth
fire escapade, and for twelve of the twenty-eight years a gr~up
of the townspeople, ~ed ?y Reverend Ro~off,. had been urgmg
Llo c1 to give up hIs sinful ways.
Thel~ big' argument ,,:as
thal nearly all of the young ~,eop~e were 111 tl:e fold, to which
Lloyd would usually answer, Yes, you convet t them one week
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and the folowing week they are at Tate's drinking
beer with
me."
Lloyd didn't mean to cause any trouble for the converted beer drinkers;
he just wanted to drink his beer without
having to sneak around
to do it.
At the time cousin Jeanne came to live in our town, things
were at a pretty much of a standstill.
She wasn't my cousin
then, but she came to live at the lakes every summer and went
back to Chicago
every winter
until finally
her clad made
enough money so that they could live at the lakes all year.
People say that Chicago is a bad town, but that was where
Jeanne
was from and she was more religious
than nearly
anybody in our town, except Reverend
Roco'H, of course.
She
had not lived here five months until she was elected secretary
of the Sunday school.
From then on, no matter how late he
I~ad. been out the night before or how badly he wanted to go
fishing, every young man in our congregation
came to church
nearly every Sunday.
The first time Jeanne
and cousin
Lloyd
really noticed
each other was at the election of Jeanne as secretary.
Jeanne
read off the names of the candidates
for superintendent
of the
Sunday school, arid as usual Lloyd was one of them.
In the
past, Lloyd bad just kept sitting when the rest of the candidates stooel up as their narries were read off, but this time he
stood up with a srnile and looked around the church as if he
were going to hand out cigars or something
to get a few votes.
Jeanne got a mad, serious look anel read the next name.
It
was a close election between three of the candidates.
Cousin
Lloyd got only three votes.
After church he asked Jeanne for
a date and she said yes.
When cousin Lloyd went to pick Jeanne ttl) I O'uess her
father
almost
11't
tl 'ie eel'1'·mg'. II:- e and Lloyd had' playec
'" 1 go·'If
.
. .,L
1
qtlIte a b it together;
and it was bad enoueh
that the older
111,,,n bad usually lost fivc or six clollars to'" him, but he had
neve~ expected to see Jeanne corn ino- home from church with
COl1Sm
Lloyd.
c»
I 1 ~or abo:lt half a year
~f oy c carne mto Tate's was

after that Sunday
the only time
when he would dr~p in for a olass
~I' beer and a bard-boiled egg after he finished his ice' r~ute .
.r.e never went to the 1)0 I .
f
I
Ir I .
.
0 I 00111 or po ;:er any more .
.
f'
Tl., . t. ookecl as. If he cand• Jeanne were eet tmv
a Iono' ··II1C.
1 '-'talk w<:s that
her father .was aoinc to "'set {loyd t;~)with
1
a )O~lt
repair shop arid that lie and T ~~lJ1l1e.were eoinv to be
man:Jed 111 the fall.
Then Lloyd cam e into Tate'~ 011~ niaht
looking rnad ancl ordered three beers.
He drank them ri~.ht
down and ordered three more.
He went at it like that for
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about an hour and finally said, "To hell with it." Then he went
to play some poker.
"Well," I thought,
"things
have finally come to a head."
I knew that Jeanne had crowded
the making over of Lloyd
a little too fast and that it would be an accident if she ever saw
him again.
I was wrong, because the next Sunday Lloyd was
in church with the most crossed-up
look of belligerence
and
misery on his face that you will ever see.
Cousin Lloyd sat on the back seat with me, and I never
want to go through
another
service like it.
Lloyd
would
first let out a long sigh and then look hopeless.
After being
quiet and feeling sorry for himself
for a moment,
he would
scoot back in his seat and look mad.
Every time he moved
he woulcl dip' an elbow in rne and scrape his feet on the floor.
I don't 1010\~ wbat the sermon was about, and I doubt if anyone
else docs eitber,
the way everybody
was craning
his neck
to 'ice what was making the noise.
Finally
the sermon was
over and Reverend
RocoH announced
that the pond down by
the cement factory had the ice off it and all the people who had
been converted
during
the winter
wou lrl be baptized
that
afternoon.
Some churches holel with sprink liug a few drops o£ water
{)11 the head
for baptizing, but in our church we take the converts
down to the cement factory or lake, whichever
happens to he
l18.nc.1iest, and really duck them.
Well, this Sunday
we all
went home for dinner, and the people to be baptized changed
to old clothes and threw some warm blankets
in the car to
wrap up in after being baptized.
Cousin Lloyd went home
with me for dinner and followed along- out to the pond, looking
miserable and apparently
not wanting to be left alone with his
misery for a minute.
'there
were seventeen
that day it I remember
correctly,
and each of: them took about four or five minutes.
You haven't
seen anything
until you see a nervous person go into the cold
water and let Reverencl Rocoff duck him. Some of them came
up looking sIJeepisb, ancl some o-r~them cv:llle up looking purified.
Most or thern came IIp }ust 100k1l1g c?ld, and those
were the on cs we \verestanclmg
there
f~ehllg' sorry fO.r,
\ii/hen suddenl\'
there was a splash and CCllFi111 Lloyd was 111
the water.
.
If you have ever seen an auctioneer
go to work when a
hand is raised, you know how Revercn~l Roco if acted when
Lloyd hit the water.
H:e grabbed COUS1l1 Lloyd and started
shoutilW how wonderful it was that Lloyd had seen the error
of: his ~vays and ivanted to be baptized.
Lloyd just looked
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surprised while Reverend
Rocoff went on about how the light
had finally dawned on cousin Lloyd and how he would never
regret it. Cousin Lloyd just stood there until Reverend
Rocoff
got tired of pushing
his head down ancl jerking
it up and
finally let it go.
Lloyd walked out of the water as if he
were in a trance.
Finally
someone
threw
some blankets
around him, and all the people of the church crowded arol!nd
him and shook
his hand, calling
him brother
and crymg
how wonderful
it all was.
Lloyd finally
came to enough to.
accept the congratulations
and thank
the people for their
kindness.
Cousin Jeanne was standing
about a hundred
yards away
by herself.
I don't know how she got so far away after pushing Lloyd into the pond.
:j:

:f: :f:

:j:

:j:

The Happiest Time of Your Life
June

Lalen

D

o

YOt! really
think Charlie will bring her an orchid?" Mrs.
J ames exclaimed to Mrs. Mathews.
Mrs. Mathews almost
.swallowed a clothes pin in quickly advising
Mrs. James
that 1£ she were ]\l1rs. James she would see that her daughter's
formal was a color to go with orchid, just in case.
"You never know," she said with a wink of her eye.
Nobody had talked of anything
but the high school Senior
Dance S1l1ce the posters had been tacked up two weeks before.
Fathers were getting the cars shined for Junior to use. Mothers
were carefully .planning exactly what Jane or Josephine
wo~tld
wear for the blg night.
Even the children hac! been countmg
t,he days, for there was a balcony where the parents and children
could SIt and watch the teen-agers
dance in what hac! normally
be:n the sch~ol gym. :Sut suddenly for that one night it wou.ld
become a faIryland WIth crepe paper, dim lights, soft mUSIC,
and cokes.

/

In a small town like Mapleton
things
cIo 110t happen
very often, and when .. somethirw b bi,,"
like
a
dance
comes alonzb
b
everyone 1las. a part In It. It is not just a dance for the teenagers.
It grves a carnival spirit to the whole town.
It is
true that only the juniors and seniors were allowed to attend
the dance, but everyone was invited to watch.
Each child in
the balcony dreamed of that day when he or she could really be
clown there.
Instead of hoping to zrow up to be president
. Manleton
111
ap eton tfhe
re cch:
tildren were oeager '" to grow up and go to,
the Senior Dance.
It was that important.
C
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This is why Laura's
heart had skipped a few beats as she
heard the masculine voice on the other end of the phone ask,
"Would you maybe like to go to the dance with me, Laura?"
She hac! not said a word for a minute.
She could not seem to
breathe. Finally she had managed
to blurt
out, "I'll let you
know,
Charlie,"
and
hac!
had
just
enough
energy
left to replace
the receiver.
Now that the night had come, she was sitting before her
mirror running
a brush
through
her long bro'wn hair. She
smiled at the mirror, and the reflection
of an average
looking
brown-eyed
girl smiled
weakly
back.
Some
would
have
called her pretty, but Laura
coulc! not have believed
them.
The girl she saw in the mirror was far from the perfection
she
sought, so she turned quickly away.

J

She wondered
how Charlie
would
look dressed
for the
d.an~e, and if he were getting
ready nov". She could see him
rIng1l1g the doorbell,
and then the sort of crooked
grin he
:"ould manage when somebOdy answered.
She tried to imagine
Just what he Would say then, but she couldn't because she had
n~ver hac! a date with Charlie,
or with any other boy. She
trIed to remember what they said in the movies or in the novels
she had reacl. But she decided to skip that part and went on
to t~e part where he would
hand her a corsage,
maybe
an
orch.lcl. She wo~llel pin it on carefully.
Then he .would help
her 111toher evel1lng wrap and they would be on then' way:.
. Tl;ey would drive up in front of the school gym In .the
bIg Sh111y blue car that Charlie's
father had provided
for Just
one night. The children would look at her enviously.
Th~ gfm
Would look like another
World.
"\iVhen they reached the inside
every?ne would be laughing
and talking,
and she would be
laughmg-, too, and smiling
at all of ~he frienels s~le klle~vo-at
school.
Only they wouldn't
look lIke school Inds. tOl1lt,l~~.
Everyone would know just what to say and every gIrl wou
look just like a beauty queen.
..
1
vVhat if she didn't know what to say?
What
If noboc y
asked her to dance?
Even if she danced, what if they Ia~gl~~~'tt
her ybecause she couldn't
dance as well as they could. 1
l11ir ht all be Ialwhino· at her. How ridiculous
she looked~ WIt 1
b
b
her muddy colored
hair
anel her too long nose. pre 1ten 1l10"
b
he0
be pretty.
Sure, they would feel sorry for Charlie
oecause
had made the mistake
of bringing
her..
1
part of
They would make fun of her for tryrrig to 1~: a d laueh
their worlel when she didn't fit. They wouldn't
ta '-lant t; d'o.
.
w 'ia
WIth
her-Just.
at Irer an d s 1.ie wou Idn't know
different.
Then,.
The whole town would know that she was

'tf

Q
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they would all know how ugly she was and that nobody really
liked her. They hael just pretended
to. They could not really
because she wasn't one of them.
Why, Charlie
had probably
only asked her because his
mother had forced him to.
Or maybe
it was just a joke.
That's what it was. The whole school was in on it. They'd
had him ask her just to see if she would be stupid enough
to believe that he would really ask a girl like her.
They
hael all had a big laugh.
She remembered
how she had refused him and he had seemed
surprised.
Yes, he had expeete her to fall for it, too.
The thoughts
tumbled over
themselves, each making her more miserable than the one. before
"Laura,
honey, are you sure you don't
want to Just go
along with us and watch?"
her mother's
voice called up
steps.
Laura could hear little Billy asking
why L.at1l?
not want to g'O and quickly adding that he would sit 111 the
front seat if she was not going.
.
"N 0, mother. I don't believe I care to go. I'm j ust cIy1l1gto
read that new book I got today," she answered artificially.
.
J us ; then her te n-year-rylrl sister, Joyce, stuck her bead III
the doorway.
Laura noticed
that she was wearing
ber new
taffeta party dress and that there seemed to be a special sparkle
111 her eyes,
She had the same look: that she always had on
Christmas
morning
when she ventured
clown the stairs at
dawn, Laura remembered.
She had come to see if she could borrow some OJ: the per;ume Aunt Sarah hac! given Laura for her birthday.
"Sure,"
,~al!ra managed
to answer.
Then she q u ick ly became absorbed
in the book which she
had picked up. Joyce linzered
as if to say something
Wl
'f'
,,<
.
" else.
iat I' It were the same horrible question
that everyone had
~L;l~e~l~ In. order to avoid the question,
Laura
completely
gLol.ecI her,
She was not sure she could 0'0 through
the
she hac! made up once more.
This time she might
)1 eat. down.
And she must not nov".
With a shrug of the
SlhotlIders, J oyce left the room and skipped around the hall and
c own the staIrs.
.

t\l'd

\1

f~cu:c

'"

Laura hear her mother
say very lowly
to her father,
III. nev:l' U l1:lcrstancl, that girl. The class l~resident asl~s her
o t.he dance,. dud she d rather not 0'0. I Wish I was sixteen
agal~:: wi., It'S the happiest time 0"[ your life."
Beats me,' her father answered
Then ca.mc the trail of goodbyes and Laura heard the front
door shut, BIlly and Joyce chattering
excitedly as they went out
t
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starting,

and then

the

car driving

She opened
the book again,
but for some reason
she
could not see a word.
She told herself that she was glad she
had not gone to make a fool of herself.
To prove how glad she
was she forced a great big smile which suddenly
sornehow
turned into a flood of tears.
Her heart sank, and she could
feel a deep ache as she asked herself the same horrible question.
She had no answer.
It might have been fun, but she could
not take the chance. She just couldn't.
:i:

+
-l-

:1:

:!:

:j:

A Pink and Blue Room

W

Joan Rabold

hen I. was. seven years old my .mother., grandmother,
anc1
I l11?vecl mto a pretty little brick double.
Before long I
f~111l1 love with every gleaming inch of our new home and
the Seml-rl!ra~ neighborhood
surrounding
it. I lived in this house
when
I Was gIven Illy first pUppy and when I knew my first puppy love.

j~ncl il_1this house I had my first "own" bedroom.
It was
a typIcal little girl's r00111 with pink and blue walls and cream
colored furniture.
Fluffv. vvhi te, crisscrossed
curtains
dressed
the bIg double Willdo'ws_' arul rny story book dolls stood calmly
on two shelves of 111y desk while on the third the radio tolc!
Sat~lrclay stories of "Let's
Pretend."
Uncler the right window,
heslcle the pink ruffled bedspread,
was Pal's rmnplecl rug, and
IJe,re my PUPpy and I sat many nights gazing out across t,he
:~l1lclswept flelds at the tv.'o blinking reel lights atop the WISH
radio statton to\vcro.
To me these blinking lights were the symbol of a better life
somewhere
whenever
rn v little dreams
did not come tr ue or
whenever one of my pra{lks backfired
in the form of a s\,,:itch.
Altliough we Were a closely united family, we hacl 0111' ~llffercnces and problems;
like I1lO8t offspring
I was the bl!S'g.est
probl~m in. the sm.allest pacl::age,
Therefore,. I ren:e,n~ber, Slt:lI~J
at t111.~ vvmelow 111 tears, in anger,
~omet1!11~: clS~lamC(!, kc~l oS0l11etnnes happv but always
watching
those tw 0 bl in J 1111:'
lig'hls in the bl;\ck night sky and talking
over my troub es
with PaL
In the snmmertime
when I could not see the lights,
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I watched
the l winkling
stars
above them, and I began to
wonder
how far away they were or if I could ever go to
them. At the window
I first wondered
where I would go if
I should
die. Would
I see my grandma
and grandpa
and
could I look down, or maybe up, at my little Pal? What was
God anyway? Was he really looking down upon me now? When
my thoughts were over, I would look back over my shoulder
at the little room I loved so well and feel cozy and warm
inside because I knew my own troubles
were not really important at all.
Six years aso we moved
from our brick
house. NoW
I have another ;oom; it is painted
with my favorite
yelloW
and dark green colors.
But it has no sentimental
value to
me because there are no windswept
fields outside those _fluffy
white curtains, and those blinking
lights do not shine 111 th~
sky to encourage
me. Pal has grown
up now, and she ha
another horne, so I am almost
completely
on my own.
d
Those first serious thoue hts built up my standards
and
id e~ls and formed
1)e lire f s can
1
the very ""basis of my present
desires,
.
1'1'
.,
. tl'1 e little brick
E very once maw
11 e I 0'0 back
to VISIt
In
house. My father lives there ""now and my two small brothers
. it I. sneak
s'1"'1~1 e my p111k and blue 1'00111. As ' a part of every VISI
dows
qtuetly away from the chatterinz
to the big double Wlll
,
~ncl for a few minutes I stand a~d rraze all. t across the Ichangmg"" f'ie 11
t t Ire I'rg Ihts on the radio "" tower.
0 nce 1nore
C 5 a'
•
ina remm
~il~ll)er.ho~ I, sat. there with. Pal at my side, expen.~~1 Thel~
" st meetll1gs with fear, gnef, lonesomeness,
and J X I swal1 We want to play Hoppy," call Jimmy and Jerry, ant ,,0 dad.ow the lump in my throat and run to play with my 'mth
of
mg brothers, who are much too young to feel the war
the pink and blue room.
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Ocean Capers

T

William Porter

he whit~-~apped waves tossing in. the relen~less "Wi~ld,create
a magnifIcent spectacle. In the distance a tmy fishing vessel
seems insecure in such an unpredictable
situation. A thrill
c.0n;tes into one's being!
Yes, a body of water with such unlImited marvels as the Pacific Ocean must certainly be a gift
from Goel. Swimmers
and fishermen
line the coast, pursuing
thei: favorite sport. The sanely beaches and the large quantity
o! fish p;omote the pleasure
of these pastimes.
Huge, expenSive-looking ships enter and leave the harbor.
Whether happy
voyagers returning home or di o-nified business people departing on a mission, satisfaction
"'is the mutual feeling. Lighthouses are seen in the distance,
warning
the sea-goers
of
clangers. Pointed boulders
and destructive
obstacles are not
feared because of the constant vigil of t-he lighthouses.
Deepsea divers explore the depths of the ocean to obtain treasures
and other valuable articles. There they find a thrilling underworld unknown to the majority of humanity.
As one watd~es
he can easily lose himself in such beauty. One from the city
might be inclined to remember the hurried atmosphere
of the
city as an ex-prisoner
recalls his former prison. This fathomless blanket of enchantment
is certainly
a great contrast to
the density and hustle of a large metropolis. Time is n~ important element here; it is secondary. There is plenty of time h~re
to enjoy life to its fullest extent-to
swirnvsa.il, fish, write, paint
or just relax. There are no deadlines
busses, or rush hours
with which to contend. All is contentment
in this setting.
.
The beauty of sunset creates a climax to every day. While
the gleaming rays of the evening sun fall across the wat~r,
yellows, reds, pinks
and o'olels are reflected.
Fleecy-white
clouds, tinted with tl~ese col~rs seem to sail across the water
1
., The presumptuous
as t ley fly across the sky.
sun prou dl y struts
nearer to the horizon Ps this 'powerhouse
lowers, deep blues,
. -\..
- sque
greens, and purples
appear.
Giant trees form. picture -I" I
silhouettes ao-ainst the velvet curtain, steadily being absor oec
b y the faIll11g
. b shadows. The shadows cons tit
I .u t e ca mysterious
•
•
thrill and remind one of prowling monsters after their pI,er
They steadily caper across the waves, and then they al:e m:tcde
of ships
extinct by the sudden darkness. Shi
l111111gIio
I", hts I'
. an
the
the revolvinr- <dow of the lighthouse
signals g isten 111 •
stillness of tI1e'" black night, and lovers are presc1nt to. enjoy
- Everyw
IS Iconthe romantic'. fcelirig of sue I1 surroun di1I1gs.
. rere
f
tentment, and all is silent as the ocean rocks itsel to seep.
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Universal Military Service
Richard

Becker

M

y great-grandfathe~'
came to. Am~rica fr0111 ,Germany; he
came because he did not believe 111 Germany s program of
universal military training. Today, nearly eighty years lat~r,
the United States is contemplating
a similar program,
and Its
y ou ng men are faced with an uncertain
and compelling
future.
I believe however,
that the youth of today face the problem
with a different
outlook
than did the people of my greatPTandfather's
day. In my opinion, the young men of America
~ealize that they live in the most ideal country
in the world
and that it is worth defending.
There
are, however,
varied
opinions as. to vV~lether or not yniversal
military service is the
r ieh t way 111 w hich to defend It.
o It is .the .opinion .of ?ne grou.I~ t~at if a "wall
of peace" !s
to be mamtall1:d,
urnvei sal ser vico IS. the only answer.
This
sam e • '='OTOUI)pomts out the fact'. that, 111 reo'al'd
to e d nca tion ,
.
,=,e
the eighteen-c-twenty
year age IS the 10g"lCal time for
una
1 a yo
man to'=' serve 1»ecause at t 1lIS. age I'ie 1.nas completed hio'h
hool'='

/

and is just beginning coll:ge. Th~ be~ief is h.elcl by the~e ;~ople
that the system of selective service IS unfair to those who are
selected .. On the o~her. hand, there is the gTOUP which feels
that universal
service IS not the answer
to the problem
of
prcventing
war. They point out the fact that many of the
participants
in. both world. wars had similar program~.
This
group also believes that ul1!versal service is war breedll1g because such a program
could hardly be considered
a peaceful
gesture by suspicious
nations.
~ feel that both sides of the argument
have .g~od pojl~ts.
I b?l!c:re that th~ young men of today would be willing to gIve
then' trm e and, If necessary, their lives if they were sure that
it would preserve a "wall of peace." Of course, it would ~e
exremely
cli.fficult for the aventge
young
man t? le~ve hIS
home and 111S loved ones, but if there were a definite time for
him to go, he would be somewhat
accustomed
to the idea.
How~ver, un.der th~ present
program,
one may be called at
any trm e : this, I belteve, causes one to live in an atmosphere
of
uncertainty
and worry. I believe that it would be a good plan
to enter universal
service after finishinr- hieh school. Then
after one finished his training, he would "he f~ee to enter college or take up an occupation
with no fear of interruption.
There are sound reasons for deferment,
but I cannot feel that
the major part of them are fair to those who must serve.
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Considering
the arsrument
of the opposing b b0TOUP , thoueb h , I
.
"-'
can readily understand
their reasoning.
War and preparation
for war does not blend with normal, happy living, and it does
not encourage peace. However, the world is not in a normal
or happy condition at present, and it seems that the only
independent countries to survive will be those countries which
are able to defend their rights, beliefs, and privileges. Because
of_ this co_n~lition I believe that the young men should, and
WIll, be willing to serve their country, I believe just as firmly,
though, that these young men should be given a definite idea
as to when they are to serve. In this way they will be able to
include, with a greater degree of certainty, universal military
service in their life plans,
:j:

My

:j:

:j:

:j:

Leisure Time
Joan

A

:~

Ruch

fter a b~lsy and strenuous day here in the city, I long to retreat into a certain quiet woods located on our farm at
Frankfort, Lndiana. I especially enjoy this place in summer,
but to me it is al ways a "nature wonderland."
I first descend
the hill where the green prairie begins. The constant byzzing
of the grasshoppers
and locusts seems to rise and fall WIth the
heat of the warm sun. The green lowlands give no shade to
the scattered dandelions and clover plants which seem to bend
under the heat's force. I then cross the creek to the woods at
the other side. In the cool dense woods violets "peep" che:rfully throus-h the Iol iee at the feet of the I2Teat trees. A blrel
b
b
I' I
nearby flutters
to a higher
branch, and the~ turtles wruc
1 are
sunning themselves
slip into the water as I approach. I love
to hear the constant rushing of the creek over the old logs
and rocks. At the bend of the creek, which is more shallow,
I can usually see many different kinds of fish. I love to settle
myself quietly upon the bank of the creek. Soon the turtles
again climb upon the logs, the disturbed bird ~almly. returns
to her nest, and the froe s aszain contentedly begl11 then- croakb
ing. The confusion and bcomplexity
of the ".outsic 1e .wor lei" f a:,d
ancl I find myself completely relaxed. I love to SIt here until
evening when the sun disappears
behind the hill of the great
bank across from me. Often I see an old racoon waddle to the
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water's edge to fish for small aquatic
creatures.
The fallen
leaves drift lazily with the current
of the darkened
water. I
somberly realize that the hour is late.
With a sigh I pull myself to my feet, feeling very refreshed
and relaxed. To me this
"wonderland"
is a happy escape from the hustle of the city
and a place where I can dream and appreciate
nature and God.
:j:

:j:

:j:

:j:

:j:

The Operating Room
Chester

Livingston

t was solid cornfor t t? sit beside the. massive, square window
and watch th.e sWll-1111gsheets of rain dr~nch everything
this
lat~ fall evel11.ng: ~here would have been httle pleasure in just
wa tch ing the ra111 If It had not brought back memories of the
evening during whic1; I was permitte~l to attend a major surgery at a naval hospital I had been 111.tl:e service about nine
months, and I was 111 my advanced trairiinj-, which ., tl
last
- b eore
fore g0111g
e'oi
I was put 111
. the me IS
trammg
overseas.
1· Ile r1)s
•
J
f
..
C rca: co
when
I enlisted
»ecause
0 my expenence
111 the ph
..
..
arrnac ell t~cal field. Although
I worked 111 the .laboratories
most of the
time, I came into personal
contact WIth. the doctors . 0 n e of
thes.e e1octors, who was to per f orm t IlIS operation,
happened
to like me very much. So he asked me the morninv before if
I would like to watch the operation. I was a little hesitant about
accepting the doctor's
invitation.
I was not sure my fortitude
could stand seeing the human body cut on and the results.
Once I faintecl while a doctor was bandaging
my fingers that
I had caug-ht in a sander at school. But I knew that I would
never have the opportunity
azain. I had heard before I had
1
b
1 1 I . b the doctors were
,..
en isted m the navy w rat a remar can e JO
S I'
., 1
doing saving the lives of the service personnel.
0
convmcec
myself that I should go.
.
I arrived at the hospital about seven o'clock that eVe11l~lg,
and I was met at the door by three fellow corpsmen.
~av!11g
walked two blocks in the steady downpour,
I lookecl like an
old mop. They took me into the preparation
r00111 where they
gave me some clean, dry clothes and prepared me for the operation, After changing my clothes I wen~ to the. sterlizing
room,
where I watched the corpsmen
removing
the instruments,
dry
and glistering
from within the large nickel sterilizers.
I felt
tense, keyed-up.
I followed the last tray into the operating
room. The room
was empty save for the "sterile" corpsman,
who was arranging

I
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tile instruments on a semi-circular
table beside him. I waited by
t ie h\lg~, dal:k windows, and I sensed the night outside and
!i~~el~~~~la~lt~:ght ab~ve ,the tabl.e. TI:e corpsman and I talked .
. st le~lst enter eel, and behind han came another corpsman
and the patient, restive and strangely
fr iehtened ~ they had
not t'<t.[k e d t 0 hi
b
11111 much.
As he bwas lifted
onto the table, I
~av~.llls. face: h~ was a very young man. The anesthetist went
o 11~ side and 111 a low voice talked confidently as he applied
vaseline and gauze. Then he climbed upon his stool at the head
of the table, and slowly dropping the ether he talked. I could
sr~ell the. heavy ether fumes, fOl? I was cl~se. The anesthetist
slipped his fingers under the patient's J' aw and bee an to "force"
the• ca nesstl testa,
"
E"xcept for one or two coughs the
b
room was
quiet, and all the time I watched the regularly heaving chest.
T.hen the surgeons came in. The head surgeon smiled. I liked
him because he was so quiet and smiled like that. They scrubbed,
and one by one they were helped into their sterile gowns,
starched. and creased, and they worked their dry thin gloves
over their .hands. The operation was then begun; and I could
sense nothing except rapid hands, the instruments, a soft-shoed
corpsman moving outside the island of light, and one or two
Sponges on the tile.
This was my greatest experience, I thought. My wet hands
gra:"ped one another firmly behind my back. The surgeon expl~lI1ed something- to me; I looked at him without saying anythll1g. I shall remember it always. I did not sens~ the .body,
only th~ chest and the rasping breathing. S01;1etlung slIpped,
and I d id not move as the instruments deftly clicked and clos~d
over the vessel. I saw things within the body-there
was very little blood. Finally the wound was closed and sutured. I stepped
back. I saw the rain still falling in torrents,
but that was
secondary to this. The o-loves snapped as they were pulled
off, and I turned around :nd saw the corpsmen out in the corridor; they were talking over the operation.
Now I felt the he~:
and the wet gown sticking to my back and a;ms. The doctors
and the corpsmen were talking about somethmg, and someone
asked me to help move the patient back onto the cart. He was
warm and so relaxed that he seemed helpless. I walked back
to the room beside him and helped put him under the heavy
brown blankets. When I got back to the dressing r00111, only
one doctor was there. The rest had had to hurry away. He soon
left, but the last thing he said was, "I have an appendectomy
tomorrow at ten. Come in and see it." I sat down and looked
at the pile of crumpled,
damp gowns heaped in the corner.
"Come in and see it."
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Building A Man
Donald

Lewis

T

he year 1930 found America gasping under the stifling folds
of the greatest depresion it had ever known. Soup and bread
lines crisscrossed
the .stricken
nation
as the standard
of living plunged ever downward.
Tenant farmers
in southern
Indiana, unable to stock their larders fully during prosperity,
found that life bad well nigh become unbearable.
Tillers
of
yellow, limc-free, and eroded acres, these men were forced to
share half of their meager produce with their landowners.
In
order to survive they existe,d oIl,a deficiency-cursed
diet of navy
beans and corn bread, Their chi ldr en walked miles over muddy
roads to stove-heated
and unlIghted
one-room
school houses.
The boys WOH'; patche~l overalls, l:sually the only pair in their
pos:sesslOjl1' whd~ ]the gllrlts wore tl:l1 11cotton dresses and covered
their
une ern.ouns rec l )0· toms Wit 1l a course bleached
material which still bore traces, c:f the checkerboard
leo'end
itl
which the feed sacks h.ad ongInal.ly been marked.
Theos'e '1 'ldWI 1
,
l' J)O( l'res, w~re syml?olic of the
C 11
their. piuched
faces aile I tun
horen
)e~
lessness of the era. An unbalanced
diet arid Inade.quate
1 ItI.
0• 1]inv made them an easy prey for the sickness and death
b
-,
1. I
.
vv 11C ·1
lowered attendance
at the tiny sc 100 rooms and thl!1necl their
pitiful ranks.
In August of this unhappy year I was born to one of these
Indiana families, and the occasion could not have been joyous,
for where there had been three mouths to feed there were 110W
four. My only brother, who was six years olcIer than I, was
a cruel and blundering
but well-meaning
lout who turned my
early childhood
into a nightmare.
The possession
of a loud
voice and ready fists had given him an early domination
over
his schoolmates,
and he set out immediately
Upon my birth to
number me among his subdued
followers.
I rebelled against
his many orders, and when he forced me to obey his commands,
I developed a bitter hate for him. Since I could not cope with
him either physically
or mentally,
my defense was to draw
within myself. The fact that we lived in a backwoods
sector
with few neighbors
also helped bring about my inner withdrawal.
Accompanied
by my two dogs, a pair of fox terriers
named Rock and Rye, I avoided people as much as possible
by spending long hours wandering
over the fields. Society held
no charm for me.
In 1942 when my brother went to war, I witnessed
his
departure
dry-eyed and secretly
hopeful that the J aps would

':'1
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roast him on a spit, but even his physical departure
did not
permit me to escape from the shadow which he had held over
me for twelve years. The same flair for the brutally dramatic
which had characterized
him all of his life led him to volunteer
for the Submarine Service. He immediately
became a hero in
the eyes of my mother and father, and their apparent concern
over his welfare kept me constantly
aware of the shadow of
the brother whom I hated with a "Cain toward Abel" fervor.
I entered high school still cursed with the acute inferiority
complex which he had given me.
In 1947 he came home from the war and I reflected bitterly
that fate had not itccommodated
me by' letting him get killed.
The next day, at my sUo-<Yestion we donned the boxing gloves
00,
•
d
I·
W rich he had sen t me one Christmas
from San Francisco an
squared off in the front yard.
I moved in eagerly, for I had
long awaited this - an hour which I had trained for by boxing in high school with a savae'e determination
that had enabled me to win the school champioriship while ~till a sophomore. He stabbed throus-h my zuard with a straight left and
followed w!th a soli.d right to the jaw. As I lay on. the
an~l saw .h1111stand1l1g above me with that same l11~unat1l1if
grm on hIS face, I felt a black wave of miserable despair engu
me. Desperation
drove me to my feet, and I swarmed over
I11m
. 111
. a f ury 0 f blows which
.
. b. y surpnse.
.
Recovercaueht hl111
.
0
l11g
from the unexpected
he foueht
back con fiIC1en tl y, but nowd
superior boxing skill w~s payin~ off, and I poured lefts al~o
rights into his body. At last these punishing l?lowS bega:; k
take their toll, and as he lowered his guard I shl~ted th.~ ~ ~cel
to his face. Each time I landed and felt the sol id sh?c { wept
from my wrist to the shoulder,
a glow of sa~is~ac~l~nw~len I
over me. He was bleeding badly about the f:;tce, a ri ht hook
suddenly switched to the body once more wIth. a grd came
to the belt, he fell heavily but rose at once.
gua d dahts
down to protect his midsection,
and I pot1~edf e:s b~:~ he ~ti11
into that crimson mask which had beep his a~~, d (Trin to
grinned that same old self-confident
gnn - ~ b~o Y b
'
be sure, and from split lips, but .still recognlz~
e. as I realSuddenly a grudging
admiration ca!11~ oV;i~ ~b\litY· of his
ized that his strength
had always ~e~n 1111 ~ I h had always
to take life with a grin and that the n~Jl1g w b11c.1l1
e
all I let
.
I . 1ft
'Y1110' to
til ( a 111
.
given me was liS c umsy way o. 1
0
blows had been
my arms drop and it was obvIOus that my
h f
d
.
.' up, for he sagge d I1eaVI'Iy a gainst t e ence
holding
hirn
.'_ an
the blood from his face dripped against the fenc~ post and cut
crimson trails down its white cylinder, He gnnned through

.~T~S:'
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his slashed and puffed lips and stuck out a trembling
I felt a million hours of misunderstanding,
hate, and
iority leave me as I shook it heartily.
:~

:j:

:j:
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hand.
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Canadian Wilderness
Conrad Dee Brown

A

s

the slow train drew nearer to our destination of Anjigarni,
we began gat.hering ?ur amateurish assortment
of ca~11pil1g
gear arid fishing equipment.
As we peerec~ out the window
into the vast forests of Canada, we knew not hing of our future
that was to bring us sore backs, shoulders, and feet, and also a
world of experience mingled with pleasure
and work. About
this time the conductor
came swaying down the aisle calling,
"Anjigarni, Mile 14~". Finally.the
train came to .a jolting halt
in front of a little}lxteel:-b1-s1xt~.en
l<?*'hut. vylth a gasp we
all said at once,
So this IS AnJIgal11~ . We hac! expected at
least a small settlement.
About. the tIme we .wer~ recovering
fr0111 shock, we saw a t.rue natrve of th~ region 111 a wagon
which was drawn by a sing le horse. He l11troducec! himself as
1\1r. Couto, our guide for .next two weeks. He gave us brief
orders to put our duffel into the wagon and follow him to
the beach.
Here we caught sight of Lake Anjigami. It was seven and
a half miles long a.nd completely enveloped by birch trees and
several thousand pines and cedars scattered around.
The lake
was shaped like a kidney, and Mr. Couto told us we would go
to the west end of the lake for Our first portage of two hundred yards. After c~nhour and a half of riding over rough water
we came to our first portage and cleared it in an amateur
fashion to HaIf-r~1ile lake. vVe repeated our procedure
to the
next portage which was of equal distance, and after crossing
Mile lake we came to the next portage, which was one-half
mile in length. Burdened with food, clothing, outboard motor,
and six hundred succulent
worms, we came out of the bush
to a boat landing of Pickeral lake.
This was it! After a two-and-a-half
mile ride over water,
we finally caught sight of our cabin.
After a quick survey
we questioned our guide as to how far it was to the nearest
town. Mr. Couto said the first neighbor was fourteen
miles
away, and we were one hundred and sixty miles from the
a,

/
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nearest town.
'vVe finally beached our boat and carried our
duffel into the cabin. The cabin was made of handhewn
birch
logs and was furnished
trapper
- style for four occupants.
It had inside a table, four chairs, a wood stove, a cabinet,
and two double bunk beds. On each bed there were five Hudson Bay blankets and two flannel sheets and a pillow.
Outside
were the usual saw-buck, axes, and buck-saw, while up the trail
in back of the cabin was a rustic log "Chic Sale". Later in the
evening as we stood in the front door of the cabin, we could
hear the call of the loon, the hurried scurry of chipmunks
and skunks, and occasionally we could see a flock of teal ducklings following the drake and trying to run on the surface of
the water. As we stood watching the sun slipping away behind
th.e ,:ast . forest, we spotted a flock of Canadian Blue Geese
Wll1gl11g'Its way across the tops of the white-trunked
birches
and passing by an old, windblown
cedar which for years h~s
stood as a landmark for woodsmen. While we watched this
first sunset and mused over the erandeur
of this beautiful
lake and wilderness reo-ion
we thousrht
of it as a monument
b,
b
to the Almig'hty or maybe just as one of the seven won~ers
of the world. Standino'b there , we decided we were certainly
fortunate to live in a free country and to travel into the land
of a friendly neighbor.
:~

~:

:1:

:j:
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What's Wrong With the Movies
John Schneider
he trouble with the movies is that they are lacking in culture.
The outer impressiveness
of movies is very great-the
perfect settings and costumes, and the skillful use of th~
era; but most movies have an inner emptiness. That lIS, re
plot is hollow and does not have any real meaning.
T leI 111.0tives behind the action cannot stand up under ~losest ~na ~s~s.
Most movies appeal only to the eye and eruo troris anc no
0
the mind.
.
a commercial culture
Th e movie" m d usst ry has substituted
1
. I'
hether
for a real culture. Producers are interestec main Y 111 W
'"
f . t1 refore they must make them
their pictures will make a pro It, 'ie I T do this they must
appeal to th~ greatest mass of peop e. 0 sible with famous
make the pictures as spectacular
as pos,
1
.
.
stars, WIth
much action,
an d WIith the usual , and very 111UC 1

T
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.. Jvern~ayed,
(l
1) i-r

"boy

z irl"
._,

meets

routine.

This

combination

has

§ orced upon movie patrons for so long that they no longer
.fYhPi

se6.'~11ything wrong with it and never bother to analyze it to
's~~~hbw silly are some of the pictures produced by Hollywood.
~l~'sl·:tongas the profits keep coming in, the producers
will not
making cultural pictures, in which there is a chance of
f'fJ) loss..
.
.
~>f'
The movies have great
educational
and cultural
POSS,Iibilities. They should make people more clearly aware of man S
"real needs and should not exclude man's inner life. If people
would not attend cheap pictures,
Hollywood
would be forced
to raise its standards
and maybe realize that culture is not
just a form of entertainment
but that it is a way of life.

_l;j~k
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"Thou Scorner of the Ground"
Robert Petty
I

M

any people seem to go about their lives in a shell of
cold, insensirivhardness.
They would believe that such
!lardness IS a necessary part of beins- mature.
. 1he ph.rase by Shelley, "thou scol~ler of the ground,"
brings to mmc! an incident which shattered
the shell of hardness of one person ". It \~as a bleak, cold day in late December.
(I- boy, somewhere 111 I:IS teens, stood on a hilltop, ankle-deep
111 week-old
snow. In hIS hands was a new .22-caliber rifle. He
stood a few moments, looked about him, took several steps,
then .stopped. abruptly.
He gazed far out and down across a
cornfield which hac! been reduced to a withered brown stubble
by the cold December wind. He saw three crows scratching
through the snow, searching for overlooked
corn.
Suddenly
there was a sharp crack and whine as an ounce of lead whistled
clown riflings, and. sped ?n its de~dly errand.
Simultaneously,
angry caws and defiant crres echoed back. Down amidst the corn
st~lbbJes ~n old crow hobbled along dragging a badly crippled
wrng, while a few feet above him two other crows cawed and
cawed, trying their best to help him fly. He managed to reach
a small tree at the edge of the field, and climbed to the highest
branch.
As the boy came toward him, he saw the other crows
flyaway,
leaving the injured one to the mercy of the stranger.
The boy stopped and watched the frightened
bird make one
last bid for freedom.
As he saw the crow wheel and clamor to
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~he ground, fn.litlessly flapping the broken wing, trying pathetically to fly, It was as if the boy heard a voice whisperitlO"
from afar; "Even as ye clo it unto the least of these, my brethrel~
ye clo it unto me." A sharp pang of remorse sprang from what
tenderness
and sympathy
lay within him, and all false sense
of hardness
and coldness vanished.
Should that boy outlive
Methusaleh,
he will not forget what he saw .
:!:

E
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My

Brother

Marjorie

McDowell

veryone should meet my brother, Barry. He IS thirteen, and
he is the typical little pest that so many big sisters complain
of. Bang! The slam of the front door announced the arrival of my brother. Even if this noise did not mean Barry's
entrance, I would soon have krio wn that he was home; for he
shouted. "Mother, where are you? I'm home." Then, in his noisy
clodhoppers,
which he insisted on having, he stomped out to
the kitchen to find something to eat. After rummaging around
in all of the cabinets and drawers -i n the room, in the pantry,
and in the icebox, he at last emerzerl with a jar of peanut butter, some jelly, and a piece of b~·ead. When he had finished
spreading
the peanut butter and jelly all over the bread and
all over the table, he left by way of the back c1oor, leaving it
wiele open. I knew where he was going--to
the vacant. lot
behind our house to dig- foxholes and to have a mudball flght
with the other boys i11 the rieizhborhood.
In the afternoon
when I was studying,
he turned on "Captain Midnight" as
loud as possible. During dinner we suffered through "Superman," "Jack Armstrong,"
and other such radio serials. While
I was studying for a history test that night, he ran in and
out of my room asking me to give him his spelling words and
to help him write a story for English class. Later that evening he went clown to his workshop in the basement, v,:here
he was trying to make a toy motor. He had oft.en come 111 t?
ask Mother or me if we knew where he could find some B. S.
gauge magnet wire, or if we knew where he could find some
olel liquid cement or scrap iron lying around the house. He
had finally acquired all of the needed equipment and was working diligently in the basement.
After au hour or so of hard
labor, during which time he had followed explicitly the direc_:_J

.:
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tions of The Boy's Book of Engines, Motors, and Turbines,
he appeared at the head of the basement stairs. He had a sad
expression on his face. The toy electric motor had failed to
work!
One clay a great change came over my brother. It was not
that he hac! stopped worshipping
Bugs Bunny or that he had
at last discarded his prize possessions-two
Dick Tracy badges and a Captain Midnight Secret Squadron Decoder.
It was
something altogether
different and amazing.
On this 1110St
unusual of all mornings he carne downstairs
to breakfast
as
usual, but that was the end of all things usual that day. We
noticed a startling
change in Barry's appearance.
He was
wearing his second-best trousers instead of the dirty, patched
jeans which he insisted on wearing every day of the week in
spite of mother's violent protest.
He also had on a clean white
shirt. He was scrubbed
till he shone. It was unbelievable.
This could not be Barry! There was something strange about
him, and then we realized that he had made an attempt, however unsuccessful,
at combing his hair. He left for school
and did not return until five o'clock that evening. When asked
where he had been since the close of school, he replied, "Oh,
just around." He then went down to the basement to finish
tearing his bicycle apart. In the kitchen above we heard strains
of "Mule Train" drifting up through the register. At dinnertime he appeared and ate half of his food, the other half being
divided between the floor and the dog. After spending hours
on the telephone upstairs, talking to his boy friends we supposed, he came down to tell us somethinsr of great importance.
It seemed that he wanted to go to th~ show Friday night.
This great change in my brother's
life had been something
called SUSIE!
:j:
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:j:

:j:
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An Experience of Reverence
Barbara

Bugg

was spending part of my summer vacation at a small church
camp situated in a scenic spot by a beautiful lake in northern
Indiana. Being quite young, I readily absorbed everything
new and different, and I was easily impressed with even the
most trivial aspects of church camp living. It was the night
before my departure from camp, and we were assembled on a

I
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high hill.ab\)vp t!l.'" lake. I ',:,as ~vitne~sing my first mass baptismal Sf'lTH;e, and It was an inspired sight to behold.
~\ full moo:l rose. just above the "water's edge to the east,
and It cast a shimmering
soft glow across the lake. The water
seem~d peacefu~ despite a breeze which slowly increased its
velocity, and silently began tossing
the pine boughs above
our heads. The unusual tranquility of the night made the insects
ancl commonplace night-noises
sound like a rising chorus, and
far
down
the lake a faint sins-inswas barelv~ audible as it
.
.
b
b
intcrrn ingled with the rustle of the water.
God himself must
have witnessed
this diminutive
service, because I have yet
to see an equal to this night. After the closing prayer, the
confessors emerged from the water. They fell in with the silent
procession leading back to camp. I knew I had experienced a
feeling of great exaltation, for I was appreciative
of my entire
surroundings.
The ceremony
was peaceful and simple, but I
was all afire inside. I saw the trees, and they were no longer
trees. They were living things with long-reaching
arms beckoning us to Goel; the water was no longer a lake surrounded
by greenery,
but a deep blue carpet leading fr0111 earth to
heaven. A child's imagination
is a marvelous thing!
:t-

:1: :1: :1: :t-

My High School Dance
Gene Mangin
twas a clear chilly night, as I recall, c1~ar with the fr~shness
of late fall. The moon shone ever so brightly as I approached
the 10nO" low brick building which housed
the school
cafeteria. It'was late in October of my junior year, and I, at
the age of sixteen, was still slightly
shy. around girls l~ut
even more clarinO"--to
compensate for this shyness--wlth
the group or bo;s with which I associated. It was the night
of the annual Freshman Mixer, and I, as a worker in the cafeteria, hac! been asked to assist in the serving of refreshments
to the even more shy freshmen and their guests.
The bOY5--what
more can be said of them--and
I
were jokingly anxious to see jf there were any "frosh" girls
at which we wou ld bother to look. Could we, of such superior
intelligence and "know-how",
and we of the finer techniques.
possibly stoop to such a low level as to give a young, still.
growing, freshman
girl a second look? Ah, Fate!

I
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Several yards across the campus stood i-he main building in which was located nine-tenths
of the clas.lroo.s., nlus
the combination auditorium-gymnasium
in the east wing, as
well as the teachers' quarters in the west wing. The campus,
and I use the term loosely, was nothing more than an asphalt
parking lot connecting the fine arts building with the main
building, In the southeast corner of the campus were several
handball courts, and farther down one end was situated
a
lone, rough, basketball court.
The gymnasium-auditorium-dance
hall was brightly lighted and decorated this fine evening. Streamers hung from the
ceiling to a bright-colored
cellophane tape centerpiece.
The
tables, arranged in neat rectangular
order, were covered with
clean white cloths as were the chairs. The tables were used
not only for seating couples at the dance but also for bunco
games. Bunco--and
we Iaughed~-seemed
such a childish
game, but still that joking anxiety remained among us and
became more and more just plain anxiety.
Before refreshments
were
served
and about
midway
through the dance, that anxiety could no longer be checked.
We then stole our way across the campus and into the dim
corridor leading to the dance floor. vVe looked at all the girls
in general, but one in particular caught my eye. Stop! Could it
be that I had taken a second look at a mere youngster?
Yet
there she stooel while something
strange happened
to me.
After that we served the refreshments,
and we "grown
ups" spent our time serving, speaking, and flirting in our
Own silly, childish, inimitable
way. Somehow
I made it a
point to meet this girl, and fate began its wonderful work.
Someday soon I hope to marry that-~"youngster."
:r.
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Snow
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Flurry

The howling wind, brisk, biting,
Blows, with rage, dashing, hurling
Flakes of snow, whirIirJO"'_'swirling ,
About the earth, cold, chilling.
,_"

The howling wind blows hard,
Driving, ever driving
Tiny crystal flakes of snow
Before it in its rage.
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The wind lets up its mighty blow,
Then drives again
Forming puffs of S;10W
With each puff of wincl.
<;lo.uds <;>fblowing white
~wl1~1 this way and tbatStraight,
straight
up,
Then all around.
Light flakes, almost dry
C~Onle to rest upon the erouud->
'
Settling upon the earth b
Only to be swept up again
By the brisk, biting,
Driving, ever driving' wincl.
The land is bare,
And then is white,
This great snow flurry
Is the wind's c1elip·ht.
. V_Martha \i\Tise.
:1:

:t

:1:

:t.
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What I Like About A Small Town
Shirley

J0

WaItz

ne of my childhood desires was to own a pony. vVhen I
would express this desire, my father would patiently set me
on his knee and proceed to explain to me just why I
could not have a pony. "Fil'st," he would say, "a pony c~sts
a lot of: money : second, a pony eats a lot of food; third,
the city is no place for a pony." So I would sigh and reconcile
myself with rrlorious dreams of: a pony and the country. I
seriously believe that my desire to live in the country grew
from this dream. I have always loved to go visit on a farm.
The simple life of the country folk for some strange reason
just appeals to me. I think this strange because I was born
and bred in Indianapolis.
Many of my friends have chided me
by saying that the country is much too lonesome for a city
girl. Perhaps they are right. The country might be too lonesome, but a small town sounds ideal. There one is more or
less in the country, and yet one has neighbors within call.
I love to drive through small towns when on trips. There
seems to be something
of interest in every small town. It

O
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may be the ancient cracker-barrel
sitting outside the general
store, or the little reel schoolhouse
still in use. I like the way
the streets in most small towns wind around and glide uphill
and downhill, instead of being laid out in strict bloSk form as
most of our city streets arc. And the little cottages and bungalows seem to be tossed here and there in a lazy style or manner. They are seldom filed side by side with scarcely a foot
of ground between, as so many of our homes in the larger
towns are placed. There is something
very attractive
about
their quaint little flower gardens, the picket fences, and the
garden gates. And of course there must be a swing under
every apple tree, which is always occupied by a pigtail.ed,
shoeless little girl or a tow-headed boy with two teeth 1111SSing. in front. The quiet and peaceful atmosphere
of the little
:vhlte church on the edge of the village is much more ~ppealmg to me than the one on the street corner with the fire engines screaming by and the shrill sound of the traffic whistle.
Even the graveyard of a small town is different. There a person is placed to rest beside his friends and relatives in. the
shadows of that little white church. One who was born 111 a
small town can go through the graveyard
and recognize and
know each name either personally
or through the tale.s told
and retold in the villaze
But in the city when one dies, he?
b
.
is placed in a plot among absolute strangers.
Who knows.
He may be dug up and transplanted
if the city decides to put
up a building on that site.
Vi1hen I decide to settle clown for life, I intend for it to be
in a small town. I want to live in a little white cottage with
a quaint garden on a rambling, winding village street.
I war~t
my children to live within hand reach of nature, and their
childhood clays to be filled with swings, slides, apple trees,
the candy canes from the corner store and the tradition of the
Christmas tree in the village square.' They shall learn many
lessOl;s about life which can be taught by a small town. A
favorite expression of my mother is: "You may take the boy
out ,?f the country, but you can't take the country out of the
boy, Although I am city-bred, my parents were both countryborn. Perhaps their love of the country and a small town came
d?wn to me. Regardless of how it came to be, my liking is
smcere, and I do not believe it will be changed by time.
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Land of Enchan tmen t
Janet Schrader

D

eep in the heart of the Sangre De Christo mountains in
northern New Mexico lies a narrow, secluded canyon which
can be reached only on horseback.
The only lodging availa!)le is a small ranch with roughly hewn log cabins, but the location and surroundings
are a paradise to behold. The ranch
buildings consist of small cabins built in a grove of giant pines,
and the ground around is blanketed with a thick layer of sweetsmelling pine needles. A small, rocky stream flows gently in
front of the cabins, and the blue sky overhead is bluer than one
has ever seen it. The reflection of the sky on the shallow stream
and on the many rocks and pebbles on the earthern floor casts
a brilliant sheen from the clear, almost artificially beautiful
waters.
Pack trips were taken daily into the great mountains
where the giant Ponderosa pines and quaking aspens rose tall
and stately on every side. One small path was all there was,
and the horses followed one another single file in to the dense
and darkening forest of trees where their hoofbeats resounded
with every step and echoed far into the woods. Far above the
pines, at about ten thousand feet above sea level, the grasslands were located. Here the cattle from the ranch below
grazed on the lush, green foliage and drank from the clear, cool
mountain springs. Deer, bear, and other wild life were often
visible in this area, and from the mountain
top one could
look for miles and see in the far distance the snow-covered
peaks of Pecos and Sante Fe Baldy. To spend a week at this
ranch is like entering a new world of unknown beauty, and
to leave this beautiful paradise is like stepping from the pages
of a book of paintings, 1110stof which can never be reproduced.
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The Need for Modern Democracy
William C. Powell

D

/

emocracy,
literally meaning rule of the people, is an ideal
whose meaning has changed and whose political effectiveness has increased as men's ideas about how to achieve rule
of the people have developed. Historically,
the development
has
been from direct or pure democracy, in which the citizens actually assemble to discuss and settle issues, to representative
democracy, in which the citizens delegate authority to elected representatives,
and from political
democracy,
which
defines
rule of the peole in terms of the machinery of government,
to
social democracy, which insists that rule of the people can be
effective only in a democratic
society-a
society characterized by liberty, equality, justice, tolerance, and political democracy.
Liberty, justice, tolerance, and political democracy-these
are four principles by which the wor ld can be made better
for all men; these are principles to which the nations of the
world must adhere if freedom is to flourish. Because of modern
inventions and the advance of science, the world has become
too small for its nations to isolate themselves arid continue to
exist. As each day our world figuratively
becomes smaller, the
need for a social, political, and economic common denominator
to promote man's Iredorn and a better way of life becomes
more apparent. The cornrnon denominator
might be found in
international cooperation, which is merely another 'way of saying
world democracy.
Not only is world democracy an absolute necessity if freedom is La flourish, but the ways in which it can be beneficial
are unlimited. There are, for example, the controls and laws
pertaining- to the use of: airways, the financing of goods in
trade, arid the grov\Tth and distribution
of fooel. So often in
the past we have seen an abundance
of fooel in one part of
the world and starvation
in another part. Nature seldom distributes her bounties with an even hand.
Surely the combined
ingenuity of hmnan brains can solve this question of distribution
once the fear of war and loss of freedom are removed by world
democracy.
Forms of world organizations have been discussed by experts
an d will continue to be discussed by them ; in all probability,
any form that is finally decided upon will be subject to change
and amendment,
and it should be if it is to endure. However,
the outlines of the world today and the world to come are
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well indicated, if we can only carry them out. They are suggested by the late Wendell
Willkie's
One World, the late'
Franklin D. Roosevelt's
Fou.r Freedoms and Henry Wallace's
Century of the Common Man. But above even such broad outlines must be the general attitucle of the representatives
in a
world organization.
If they are actually
representative
of the
peoples of their lands, freely selected by freely chosen executives and if they function
in the manner President
Wilson
attempted many years ago, actually drafted "open covenants,
openly arrived at," a tremendous
stride toward a long period
of freedom and peace - a people's peace - will have been made.

Campus Caucuses
Beverly Siegel

P

oli,ti.cS has become aIn~ost as prevalent on the. college ccll~PUS
as It has 011 the national scene.
All elections, no nutter
how trivial, are domineered by this or that "party" - the
caucus. It no longer seems that a person is elected to a college
office or honor because of his own personal abilities or person-'
ality. He is now elected because members of his C~UC:IS dem?-nd
it, and, with rare exceptions, the largest orga11lZatlOn claims.
the victor.
The best way I know to illustrate
the advantages. and
disadvantages
of caucused politics on college campuses IS t.o'
cite examples with which I am familiar. For the most pal t
these examples must be taken from t Ire po liti
I ICc<,,1 S)Tstern hereI
at Butler University, since the situations vary at every schoo
and since most of them are foreign to me.
f
I am convinced that the advantasres of caucuses are ar
.
I bsay tI115
'. not because
0 f
outnumbered
by the disadvantazes.
I'
..
.
.
f
b
•
S
campus
e
ectlOns
prejudices which have arrsen T0111 prevlOu
.'
t
but because it is an opinion I formed long before I came 0
Butler.
. . ffli ted with an
Like any other person at Butler who IS a I a
.
.
b
f
f the caucuses on campus.
organization, I am a mernr e_r0 one 0
~ . if it had
been,
My rnembership
was certainly not volu utary :
1\1["
.',
.. 'l1S sy stern " 1\ "Y main'S
I would have had no part at a.II' 111 t Ire c<tt1~"",",
objection to this type of voting sys~em IS tl:at everyone ~o~,
not have an equal chance .. Each S<?C1aIorga111z<~tJOl:nO:1Jll1cttcs,
candidates, but only occasionally IS the orga11lzatlOn allowed:
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to vote for that person. Many times an organization's
nominee
is not even supported by the very people who chose him as a
representative!
Others will argue that only through caucuses does everyone have an equal opportunity
to win. "You support us and
we will support you" is the philosophy they stress. Why not
let the candidates
prove themselves
worthy
of the honor r
If caucuses were eliminated
they could do just that, and in
ninety-nine percent of the elections the most deserving person
would triumph.
Caucuses create in many students a lack of perseverance.
"Why try? vVe have no chance of winning this time" is a feeling that prevails near election time. One organization
may exter nally do extensive campaigning for another, but internally the
desire for victory
is not passionately
strong. However, that
internal desire exhibits itself in external form when one's own
candidate is being supported.
Caucused voting leaves no suspense,
no excitement
in
elections. Winners can be predicted accurately in almost every
instance. When this point is carefully considered, we see that
it is rather useless to conduct elections at all. The University
of Michigan, for this reason, banned queens hip elections from
campus activities and dispensed with caucuses altogether.
The only advantage I can see in the caucus system is that
it has a positive effect in uniting campus organizations.
Caucuses do teach college students how to work together and how
to compromise when it becomes necessary. Because of the inevitably close association
of caucus members, a deep sense
of understanding
and responsibility
exists among the participating organizations.
If caucuses were eliminated
from college campuses, and
i E politics were confined to state and national affairs, our student elections could be made cleaner, fairer, and more worthwhile.

